The Factory Applications team is part of Flex corporate IT group. This global team of around 100 people is responsible for the development and management of Flex specialized in-house suite of shop floor control systems, deployed in our 100 manufacturing sites with more than 1500 instances.

To support our extraordinary teams who build great products and contribute to our growth, in **Althofen, Austria** we’re looking for an

**IT Product Manager (m/f/d)**

Reporting to the Sr. Director, Information Technology, the IT Product Manager (m/f/d) role manages our application portfolio and contributes to define, build and maintain our next generation shop floor application platform (manufacturing execution system – MES) on a modern, cloud native technology stack.

**What a typical day looks like:**
- Provide leadership in the requirements gathering process and requirements mapping (both business requirements and technical requirements).
- Manage product features and work in close alignment with our internal teams.
- Be the key communication channel for our platform roadmap & activities related to the development and deployment of our next generation shop floor solutions.
- Participate in the scoping and assessments as well as influence the technical design and product roadmap.
- Gather feedback and partner with our development teams to improve services and reliability of our solutions.

**The experience we’re looking to add to our team:**
- Completed education in computer science or similar technical, scientific discipline and experience in IT project and/or application product management.
- Extensive know-how with enterprise level application and project management.
- Expertise with Dev Ops and modern SDLC is a plus.
- Experience with modern IT systems & architectures, modern applications, application development and related technologies is a plus (IoT, APIs, containerized applications, microservices, Kubernetes, ELK stack, cloud technologies, …) is advantageous.
- Excellent English communication skills, both verbal and written. Demonstrate good technical understanding & communication skills. Must be able to work independently with strong analytical thinking & sound decision making skills.
- Self-motivated & self-organized to build confidence and lead technical solutions across teams in an enterprise environment.
Here are a few examples of what you’ll get for the great work you provide:

- A company that is recommended by 95% of employees.
- Appreciative interaction, feedback culture and fun at work are important to us.
- Talented and ambitious teams that live innovation and grow together.
- You would be part of a most exciting international project with newest technologies to elevate your skillset level in a long-term role with many opportunities to learn, grow, develop and shape the future.
- Are you a teamplayer & ready to manage our application portfolio? Then join our highly motivated and talented global team of 100 people to design, develop and implement our applications deployed in our 100 manufacturing sites with more than 1500 instances. We are looking forward to hearing from you!
- We offer a minimum gross salary due to the employment group H of the collective bargaining agreement Elektro- and Elektronikindustrie. A higher payment is negotiable depending on qualification and work experience.

If you are interested in a new challenge please apply here.